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Introduction

Introduction
The CrystaLite Railing Systems are designed to provide years of trouble free
service and unparalleled emphasis on engineering and safety. The engineering
design was developed to meet all existing local building codes. It is necessary to
follow the post layout provided and the methods for properly anchoring the
system. If CrystaLite did not create a manifest for you; it is necessary to observe
the span tables to obey maximum post centers allowed.
The design assumes that the materials on the
condition and strength to adequately support
anchor the railing to accommodate the applied
installer observes site conditions and determine
provided by others.

building site are of sufficient
the railing and appropriately
loads. It is necessary that the
the condition of the materials

The design assumes that sound building practices were observed during the
construction of the mounting surface and was constructed to be true and level
in accordance with standard building practices. Any variances or abnormal
conditions should be reported to CrystaLite. Since abnormal conditions may be
unforeseen, it may be necessary to provide additional engineering or design
beyond that which was included in the original bid submittal. Any additional costs
due to omissions or unforeseen installation problems may be passed on to the
consumer.
The CrystaLite Railing System is a very flexible and sophisticated design. It is
necessary to have more than a limited knowledge of the system. CrystaLite
offers free training for your convenience in order to provide the maximum
opportunity for a sound installation. It is highly recommended that you capitalize
on this opportunity to learn the system from those who have years of
experience and many installations to back up that experience.
This installation guideline is meant to provide the general basics and common
conditions encountered in the field. Since it it not possible to address every
conceivable condition that may exist, it is understandable that there may be
potential installations not included in this install guide. A DVD instructional guide
is available by request.
Thank you very much for taking the time to read this installation guideline and
for purchasing the best engineered railing system on the market today.

CrystaLite Inc.

is always available to answer your questions
through our toll free number.

1-800-666-6065
6am to 4pm Mon - Fri

www.crystaliteinc.com
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Setup
Required Tools
Required Tools
10” or larger Miter Chop Saw with non-ferrous metal cutting blade (80-100 tooth)
3/8" Electric Drill - cordless drill recommended
Short Level - 2 feet or less
'Quick Grip' clamps - 10" wide gripping capacity needed for stair installation
3/16” & 1/4” Drill Bit - preferably 6" long
#2 Philips Head Screwdriver
Ear and Eye Protection
Pencils
Chalk Line or String
Tape Measure
6” File - Half Round Fine or 2nd Cut
#3 Square Drive Bit - preferably 6” long
Wax - lubricant for screws and saw blade
Touch-Up Paint - supplied with each railing system
Pop Rivet Gun
Vice Grip Pliers
Hack Saw or Cable Cutters
7/16” Wrench
Concrete or Masonry Installs will require Special Tools and Fasteners
Recommended Tools
Speed Square
Non-Marking Rubber Mallet
CrystaLite Drill Jig - useful in field fabricating from stock lengths
Top Rail Installation Clamps - required for 9001 System installation
Glass Vacuum Cups - for glass installation
Drill Index - other Drill sizes may be needed in some applications
15/64” Transfer Punch
Transit or Water Level

Site Review

Irregularities in the mounting surface may exist. Inspect the deck for high and low spots.
This condition may result in the railing not being level and true. If excessive differences
exist, which can not be corrected by shimming the posts, it may be necessary to cut
special posts to produce a level railing.

Parts Manifest
Unpack materials and check parts, using the Parts Manifest included. Report any
discrepancies to the dealer or supplier. Most Deck Mount Posts will arrive with the Base
Plates and Shear Blocks attached. However, these parts will be listed separately on the
parts manifest.
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Considerations
Cut all parts with the chop saw; do not use hack saws for finish or visible cuts. All
screws require a pilot hole as they will not self tap. Pre-drill all aluminum construction
holes with a 3/16" bit. Pre-drill holes in decking, floor joists, and blocking to required
diameter in accordance with the fastener being used. All screws or fasteners anchoring
posts to a deck or mounting surface must be embedded into rim joist, floor joist,
blocking, or subsurface to the required depth.

Post and Railing Installation
It is inconceivable for this installation guide to address every condition that may exist.
This installation guideline is meant to provide the general basics and common
conditions encountered in the field. We will begin with discussing Deck Mounted Posts
as our foundation guidelines; Stairs and Side Mount posts will also be discussed. Most
Cable Rail Systems will not have a Bottom Rail. This guide will still include this process
in the event that your system does.

Deck Mount
If there are stairs involved in the deck layout, it may be necessary to start the layout at
the stair Newel Post. In any event, the installer should be aware of the position of the
Newel Post at the top of the stair. In many cases an auxiliary hand rail (grab rail) may
be required as well.

Step 1 - Post Layout
Refer to the layout provided with your manifest; place your posts in the approximate
position on your deck.

Step 2 - Anchor Posts
Placing the Anchor Post (#9006).
Measure the overhang of the deck
surface from the joist you intend to
mount the anchor post base plate into.
Align the base plate the same distance
from the edge of the deck as the joist is
inset. The screw holes in the base plate
will now be centered in the joist below.
Wood blocking must be used below the
deck where screw holes are not over an
existing
joist.
Use
the
same
measurements to install the opposite
Anchor Post.
Note:
The base plate may be rotated 90 degrees when
there is a requirement for abnormally high loading
for wind speeds above 100 mph. Longer or larger
fasteners may be required.
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Step 3 - Spacing Center Posts
Cable Rail Systems do not usually include Bottom Rails. For the purposes of this guide though;
we will be including installation of Bottom Rails. This is important in spacing the Center Posts.
Measure the inside distance between the Anchor Posts. You must then subtract 1-3/4” (#9005)
and/or 2-1/2” (#9006) for each Center Post to be installed. Divide this length by the number
of openings between rails. This number is now the length of each Bottom Rail for this section
of railing.
Example Distance = 135.5"
Distance between Anchor Posts

Subtract 1-3/4" for each Center Post

Divide by the Number of Openings Between Posts

#9006

#9005

#9005

Length of Bottom Rail

#9006

44"

135.5" - 3.5" = 132"
Distance - (1-3/4" x 2 Center Posts)

132" / 3 = 44"
132" Divided by 3 Openings = Bottom Rail Sizes

Step 4 - Cut the Bottom Rails
The Bottom Rails come with the ends
painted from production. Trim off the ends
to ensure a true right angle. Cut the
Bottom Rails to the length determined in
the above step. Cut the rail with the
bottom edge against the miter saws back
fence to prevent any burrs from being
visible.
Step 5 - Install Bottom Rails
Snap the Bottom Rails into place on the
preinstalled Shear Blocks. Drill 3/16" holes
from the top of the Bottom Rail into the
Shear Blocks. Drill at a slight
angle to
ensure no gaps will be left when screwed
down. Use #12 x 3/4" Fasteners
provided. Drill weep holes on each end
and center. See Page 12.

#

12 x 3/4”
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Step 6 - Snap Pocket
Measure the total length between the two
Anchor Posts. Trim off the painted end from
the Snap Pocket, then cut to length. Slide the
Snap Pocket into place; the Pocket sits on
top of the Center Posts and mounts on the
under side of the upper Shear Blocks. Allow
at least 1” overhang where end caps will be
used. See Page 8.
Step 7 - Drill and Screw Pocket
Drill a 3/16" hole from the under side of the
Shear Block up through the Snap Pocket; drill
at an angle towards the Anchor Post. Insert
the screw from the under side of the Shear
Block up through the Snap Pocket to ensure
the screw does not come into conflict with
the rest of the assembly. Use #12 x 1/2"
Fasteners.

#

12 x 1”

Step 8 - Pocket to Center Posts
Ensure that the Center Posts are true by
measuring and/or with a level. Using the
grooved line in the Snap Pocket on each side;
drill and screw 4 screws from the top of the
Snap Pocket into the top of the Center
Posts. Use #12 x 1" Fasteners.
Step 9 - Screw Posts Into Place
Now is the time to fasten the Posts to the deck. Recheck your measurement/alignment for
your Anchor Posts and screw these down first. Be sure to pre-drill your holes and that the
posts are plumb before tightening down. To ensure that your Center Posts are where they
should be; wrap a string-line around the outside of your Anchor Posts and use this line as
your reference line to measure from, offset 3/8” from sting. Drill and screw these posts in
place. Remember; all screws must be installed into a joist or other form of blocking below the
deck surface. Use Min. 1/4” Diameter #14 Fasteners.

#
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Step 10 - Cut Top Rail
Measure the span between the two Anchor Posts following the Snap Pocket. Trim off the
painted edge on the Top Rail then cut to fit. To keep the Top Rail true to shape and to
make a clean cut; place a small scrap of Snap Pocket inside the Top Rail just behind your
cut line. This is especially important for mitered corners.
Step 11 - Snap on Top Rail
Unscrew one of the screws used in the installation of the Snap Pocket. This will give you
some play while snapping in the Top Rail and keep you from scratching the post. Gently
snap the Top Rail over the Snap Pocket. A set of Rail Clamps may be used to assist with
this step. Reinstall the screw you removed. Rail Clamps may be required.
Step 12 - Post Caps
Press in the Post Caps provided. With a non-marking rubber mallet; tap in the caps
securing them to the tops of the Anchor Posts.
Note:
Rail Clamps may be required - Often with #9001 Top Rails.
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Side Mount Installation
Side Mount Installation is almost identical to Deck Mount Installation but does have a
few extra challenges. For the purposes of this guide; we will assume that you have gone
through the Deck Mount procedures.
Step 1 - Preparation
For residential railings, the Top Rail must
be at least 36" from the deck; 42” for
commercial. With this in mind, measure
and mark a line on your Anchor Posts
where the edge of the deck will be. Most
Side Mount Installs will require two
Corner Posts, one on each face of the
deck. Be sure in your post layout that
you do not create a distance greater
than 4" between the two Corner Posts.
Step 2 - Spacers
If Spacers are needed for your Side
Mount Installation; begin by measuring
the length of deck surface that over
hangs from the joist. This is the length
you will need to cut your first Spacer for
the upper mounting screw. Do not cut all
Spacers at once. You may need to adjust
for irregularities in the structure of the
deck. Spacers for Center Posts will need
to be longer since the posts are not as
big as the Anchor Posts.
Step 3 - Anchor Post
Align the first Anchor Post on the side of
the deck. Use the mark you created to
set the height. Install the upper mounting
screw from the outside of the Anchor
Post into the joist with the first Spacer in
place. Be sure the post is level and the
first screw is snug. Measure the distance
from the joist to the bottom of the post.
Use this measurement to cut and install
the second Spacer for this post.
Repeat Steps 2 & 3 for the remainder of
posts required in the installation. Then
refer back to Deck Mount Installation
for further instructions.
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End Caps
End Caps are placed on the ends of Top
Rails when Top Rails end at a location
other than at an Anchor Post. You will
want to install the End Cap to the Snap
Pocket before mounting the Snap Pocket
to the End Post.

1

Step 1 - Snap Pocket
Measure and cut the Snap Pocket to
desired length. In order to install an End
Cap; you must allow for at least a 1"
over-hang from the End Post. Cosmetically
it is best if the Snap Pocket is sized to
extend even with the Base Plate.

3

2

Step 2 - Drill and Screw
Remove the machine screw for the inside
of the End Cap but leave the nut in the
boss still inside. Drill a 3/16" hole 1” from
the edge and from underneath the Snap
Pocket to allow the machine screw to pass
through. Place the End Cap on the end of
the Snap Pocket and reinstall screw from
the under side of the Snap Pocket back
into the End Cap. Tighten screw firmly.

90 Corner Posts
Most often in Side Mounted Railings, you
may have a 90 degree turn in a railing
which is not made using an Anchor Post.
Step 1 - Sizing the Snap Pocket
You must measure and cut the Snap
Pocket to desired length. To do so;
measure from the last Anchor Post to the
corner 1/8" past the last Corner Post in
the railing section you wish to join. Cut
the Snap Pocket to that length with a 45
degree cut on the corner end. Place this
piece in place. Now measure from the
inside edge of the other Anchor Post to
the outside edge of the Snap Pocket you
just placed. Cut the second piece of Snap
Pocket to this size, with a 45 degree angle
in the other direction at the corner. Place
this piece in place.
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#

12 x 1/2”

Step 2 - Install the Snap Pocket
Clamp the the ends of the Snap Pocket together at the corner. Now you can drill and
screw the Snap Pocket into the Corner Posts while maintaining a flush corner. Drill and
screw a piece of 90 degree Aluminum Strap to the outside edge of the Snap Pocket.
Remove the clamps. Do the same for the inside edge. Use #12 x 1/2" fasteners
provided.
Step 3 - Sizing the Top Rail
You will need to cut two small pieces of
Top Rail in order to measure the length
required for the final piece. Cut two
pieces of Top Rail approximately 8" long
with opposite 45 degree cuts. Remember,
when cutting Top Rail; place a small scrap
of Snap Pocket near where you intend to
cut to keep the Top Rail in its true shape
to make a clean cut. Tap these two pieces
into place at the corner and check for fit.
Slide one piece back from the corner.
Now measure from the end of the Top
Rail piece still in place to the edge of the
last Anchor Post or Top Rail. Cut your
Top Rail to this length. Do the same for
the other side.
Step 4 - Install the Top Rail
Remove one of the screws from the Snap
Pocket to the Shear Block. This will give
you some play for installing the Top Rail.
Snap the Top Rail onto the Snap Pocket.
Reinstall the screw from below the Snap
Pocket back into the Shear Block.
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MEASURING SHEET FOR RAIL GLASS

Dealer PO

Date

BRONZE

GREY

CrystaLite will deduct 2” from the width to
allow for a 1” Edge Gap on each side
unless otherwise noted.

Height measurements for Glass in a 42”
deck mounted rail system should be 36 7/8”
CrystaLite will deduct 7/8” from this.

Height measurements for Glass in a 36”
deck mounted rail system should be 30 7/8”
CrystaLite will deduct 7/8” from this.

CrystaLite will make all required
deductions based off these measurements.

Make all measurements from the Bottom
of the Bottom Rail to the Bottom of
the Top Rail.

All measurements should be made from
the deck side looking out.

NOTE

CLEAR

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

MARK

QTY

OTHER

BOTTOM
LENGTH

B
RIGHT
SIDE

R

DECK / FLAT

TOP
LENGTH

T
LEFT
SIDE

L

BLTR
BOTTOM
LEFT TO
TOP RIGHT

TLBR
TOP LEFT
TO BOTTOM
RIGHT

ADDITIONAL MEASUREMENTS FOR STAIRS / SLOPE

IMPORTANT: CRYSTALITE WILL MAKE ALL DEDUCTIONS BASED ON THESE MEASUREMENTS

Dealer

R

B

T

R
B LT

R

Bottom of Bottom Rail

LB

26

25

24

23

22

21

20

19

18

17

16

15

14

13

IMPORTANT: CRYSTALITE WILL MAKE ALL DEDUCTIONS BASED ON THESE MEASUREMENTS

L

T

Bottom of Top Rail

STAIR / SLOPE INSTALLATION

Bottom of Bottom Rail

B

R

Bottom of Top Rail

DECK / FLAT INSTALLATION
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Stair Installation
Stair Installation of a CrystaLite Railing System is a little different than when installing
on a flat surface. Most cuts made to the Railing System will be at an angle. Once this
angle has been established; the process is similar to the flat or Deck Mount procedures.
It is recommended that you first get your feet wet with installing your railing on the flat
portion before moving on to stairs. For the purposes of this guide; we will assume that
you have gone through the Deck Mount procedures.
Step 1 - Newel Post
First place your first Anchor Post at the
top of the stair run. This is what is
referred to as a Newel Post. Place the
other Newel Post on the bottom of the
stairs as well. If there is a turn in the
stairs; be sure the bottom Newel Post is
located in the correct position to
continue the Railing System through the
turn
Step 2 - Finding the Angle
For Stair Installation; the Bottom Rail is
used to find the angle in which the posts
will be cut. If your Cable Rail System
does not use a Bottom Rail, any straight
edge can be substituted for this process.
Lay the uncut Bottom Railing on the
steps on the inside of the posts. Place
shims under the Bottom Rail to assure
clearance and a clean line between the
posts. Clamp the rail in place. Mark the
angle on the Bottom Rail where it meets
the Anchor Post. Mark the Anchor Post
where the Bottom Rail crosses.
Step 3 - Rail Height
Use a piece of uncut Snap Pocket to
measure and mark the intended height
of the railing. The height must be
between 34”-38” vertical from the toe
of the stair tread.
Step 4 - Using the Angle
Cut the Bottom Railing at the mark and
angle you had drawn. Leave your miter
saw set to this pitch. It should be the
same now for all cuts.
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Step 5 - Shear Blocks
Since the exact pitch of stairs is unknown when the Rail System is ordered; the Shear
Blocks do not come preinstalled like they are for Deck Mount. Your miter saw should
be still set to the pitch you cut the Bottom
Rail at. Cut a 5" length of Shear Block from
your 4ft stock provided with this same
angle on both end. Cut this new piece in
half at 90 degrees which will yield two
Shear Blocks with the proper angle and
length.
Starting with the top post; transfer the line
you traced from the Bottom Rail to the
bottom side of the post. This will give you
the location of the Bottom Rail. Cut a small
piece of Bottom Rail at the proper angle.
Slide this over the Shear Block you just
created. Align the combined pieces on the
line on the bottom side of the post. Use
the transfer punch to mark one of the hole
centers from the Shear Block to the post.
Use a square to mark the second hole. Drill
the marked holes square with the surface
of the post; then tilt the drill to pitch.
Install Shear Blocks with #12 x 3" screws.

x2

This process will need to be done to both
sides of each Center Post.
You will need to repeat this process for the
Top Rail. To do so, you will need to cut a
small piece of Top Rail as well as Snap
Pocket. Clamping all three items with a set
of vice-grips will make it easier to mark
your first hole with the transfer punch.

#

3/16” Bit

12 x 3”
#
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Step 6 - Center Posts
Measure the distance from the bottom of the Bottom Shear Block to the bottom of the
Top Shear Block that you installed on the upper Anchor Post. Transfer this measurement
to each Center Post. Use this mark to cut the Center Posts to proper height and pitch.
Save the excess removed from the Center Posts. It will be useful in later steps
Step 7 - Bottom Rails
Measure and cut Bottom Rails with the proper angle used. Pre-drill holes for attaching
to Shear Blocks. Remember to angle the holes toward the posts to prevent gaps. Also
drill drain holes in the center of the Bottom Rail about 6" from each end and
one in the center.

1/4” Bit

Step 8 - Snap Pocket
Measure the length required for the Snap Pocket. Cut the Snap Pocket a few inches
longer than measured and have one end cut to pitch. Starting from the top; transfer the
length of the Bottom Rail to the Snap Pocket. Using a scrap piece from topping the
Center Posts, transfer the length of the Center Post area to the Snap Pocket. Add each
length of Center Post and Bottom Rail used to the Snap Pocket. This will be your overall
length. Attach Snap Pocket to Shear Blocks and Center Posts. Allow at least 1” overhang
where end caps will be used. See Page 8.
Step 9 - Secure Posts
Secure all posts to surface keeping all posts level. Ensure proper blocking is provided
for each post.
Step 10 - Top Rail
Cut the Top Rail to the same length as the Snap Pocket. Install the Top Rail as you have
done before by removing one of the screws used to install the Snap Pocket.
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Cable Installation
CrystaLite will have already pre-drilled holes in most posts. Posts for Stair Installation
and sometimes Side Mount must be drilled by the installer. Follow the standard
installation guides to install posts and rails.
Threaded Terminal

Quick Lock

Drilling Cable Holes
Posts that need to be drilled by installer must be done so with great patience and
attention to detail. The distance between any two cables cannot be greater than 3" from
center. There also cannot be a gap larger than 3" from the bottom cable and the surface
of the deck. The posts that will host the Quick Lock and Threaded Terminals require two
different size holes to be drilled as well.
Quick Lock Hole Pattern
GROMMETS

7/16"

7/16"

1/4"

9/16"

Drilling For Stairs
One of the more tedious processes in
Cable Installation is drilling holes for stairs.
Since it is almost impossible to maintain a
constant pitch when drilling; you will have
to measure and drill holes for the cables
from both sides of the post. Make all
measurements from the bottom of the Top
Rail; it is your constant slope to refer to.
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3/16” Bit

No Grommets
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Lacing the Cable
Step 1 - Lacing
Lace the cable through each Center Post
in the length of your run. Be sure to lace
the cables so that the Threaded Terminal
is left by the post with the 1/4” hole. You
will have some extra length in your cable
on the side in which you will be installing
the Quick Lock. Do this for each cable
required for your system.
Step 2 - Threaded Terminal

9/16”

7/16”

7/16”

1/4”

Pass the Threaded Terminal through the
post with the 1/4” hole. Attach the Flat
Washer, Shoulder Washer, and Locknut.
Step 3 - Quick Lock

7/16”
7/16"

FL *
U
FIL ID
M

Pass the cable through the last post in
your run. Spray the Fluid Film provided
into each end of the Quick Lock. Slide
the Flat Washer over the cable and then
the Quick Lock Fitting. Hold the Quick
Lock with one hand and pull the cable
tight with the other. The Quick Lock will
automatically lock when you release the
cable. Do this for each cable required for
your system.

t
us
sR t
op ca
St bri
Lu

9/16”
9/16"

Step 4 - Tension Cables
Refer to the Tensioning Pattern on the
right. Using the 7/16” wrench, tighten
the locknuts at the Threaded Terminal
until you cannot flex the cables more
than 4" apart from each other at the
center of the span between posts. Hold
the shaft of the Threaded Terminal with
the vice-grips while tightening.
Step 5 - Excess

11
9
7
5
3
1
2
4
6
8
10

With the hack-saw or cable cutters; trim
off the excess threads and cable. Grind
or file the ends flush.
Step 6 - End Caps
Snap on the colored End Caps over the
exposed Quick Lock and Threaded
Terminal Fittings.
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Alternate Turnbuckle
CrystaLite offers a Turn Buckle system as an alternate to the Quick Lock. It is most
commonly used in Stair Installations. The Turn Buckle system will come with one end
having a Fixed Surface Mount preinstalled.

Turnbuckle

Fixed Mount

Step 1 - Lacing
Lace the cable through each Center Post
in the length of your run. Do this for each
cable required for your system.
Step 2 - Fixed Surface Mount
Mark your End Post with a pencil as if you
were to drill the post to continue to lace
the cable through. Align the shaft of the
Surface Mount at this mark. With the
bracket in a vertical position, mark the
centers of the holes. Remove the Surface
Mount and pre-drill your screw holes.
Using the #12 x 3/4"screws provided,
fasten the Surface Mount into place. Do
this for each cable in your system.

#

12 x 3/4”

Step 3 - Mount the Turnbuckle
Mark and install the Turnbuckle on the
opposite End Post as you did for the
Surface Mount. Remove the End Cap from
the Turnbuckle (End Cap is reverse
threaded). The Turnbuckle will not be
connected to the cable at this time.

#
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Step 4 - Cutting the Cable
With the Turnbuckle fully extended, pull
the Cable tight and past the Turnbuckle.
Mark the Cable where it crosses the tip
of the Turnbuckle. Release the tension on
the Cable. Add 2 1/8 inches to the mark
you made. Cut your Cable to this length,
which will still allow for some play in the
Cable when attaching to the Turnbuckle.

Extend All The Way Out

Step 5 - Crimping the Cable
Slide the End Cap over with the threads
facing the cut end of the Cable. Slide the
smaller Crimp Shaft into the larger
Crimp Shaft. Slide the two Shafts over
the Cable where you made your cut.
Using crimpers or a swagging tool; crimp
the Shafts in three locations. Each crimp
should be spaced 1/8" from the next.
Rotate the crimpers 180 degrees when
crimping the center. Cut off the excess
cable past the crimp.

Pull Cable Tight, Mark Cable at Tip of Turnbuckle

Mark of tip of Turn Buckle
2 1/8”

Step 6 - Turnbuckle
Connect the cable to the mount by
reinstalling the End Cap into the
Turnbuckle. Using a pair of pliers, turn
the Turnbuckle to tension the cables.
Tighten the cables until you cannot flex
the cables more than 4” apart. When
using metal tools; padding the teeth with
a cloth will help protect the finish of
your Turnbuckle.

1/8"

1/8"

Rotate Tool 180 for Center Crimp
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Glass Installation
Glass can only be ordered after all posts and rails have been installed.

Measuring for Glass
You will need to provide CrystaLite with a few careful measurements. All measurements
will need to be made from the bottom of the Bottom Rail to the bottom of the Top
Rail. CrystaLite will make the appropriate deductions required using these
measurements. Mark your dimensions on the worksheet provided. See the diagram
below and take care in noticing the start and end points for the measurements needed.

FLAT SURFACES

STAIR INSTALLATION

Bottom of Top Rail
Bottom of Top Rail

C
B

D
F
E

A
Bottom of Bottom Rail

A
Bottom of Bottom Rail

Glass Into PVC
Step 1 - PVC Inserts
You will need to insert the PVC strips
into the Bottom Rails and Snap Pockets
of your Railing System. You will use the
same measurements and angles used in
cutting your Bottom Rails to make your
inserts. Drill weep holes in PVC as you
did for the Bottom Rails as well.
Note: when cutting plastics such as PVC
with a miter saw, it is helpful to place a
wood surface along the fence of the saw.
Cut through the wood with the saw. This
will close the gap in the fence to only the
blade width which helps the PVC from
chattering and cracking in the cut.
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Step 2 - Placing in the Glass
Two people are generally needed to install the Glass. Wearing gloves is strongly
recommended. Spray soapy water or CrystaLite Foam Glass Cleaner onto both PVC
inserts. With each person gripping the opposite edges of the glass, push one corner of
the top edge up into the top PVC insert. Holding the first corner into place, push the
other corner up into the PVC insert. Swing the glass over the Bottom Rail. Adjust the
Glass sideways to be centered between the posts. Once the Glass is fully inserted, it
cannot be moved. Push the Glass down firmly into the bottom PVC insert. Start at one
corner and progress to the opposite side.
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Picket Installation
The Pickets and Spacers are pre-cut to size, if installing a 36" or 42" high railing system.
For Pickets that must be cut on site, measure from the bottom of the Bottom Rail to the
bottom of the Top Rail. Cut your Pickets to this length; cut to pitch if for Stair Installation.

Pickets and Spacers
The distance between any two Pickets
cannot be greater than 4 inches.
Step 1 - First Pickets
Starting at one end of your opening, place
the first Picket in to the Bottom
Rail/Snap Pocket and against the Anchor
Post. Place a Spacer and then another
PIcket. Continue this the length of your
run until there is a gap less than 8".
Step 2 - Cutting End Spacers
Measure the remaining gap. Cut a Spacer
to half this length. This will give you equal
spacing between the Posts and end
Pickets while maintaining spaces 4" or
less apart from any Picket.
Step 3 - Final Alignment
Place the newly cut Spacer in the gap.
Slide the rest of the Pickets down to
meet flush. Measure the remaing gap at
the beginning of the run and cut your last
Spacer to size. Install the Spacer at the
end of the run.

less than 8"

3
2

1
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Appendix A:
Upper Snap Pocket Corner Add Table (Fractional nearest 32nd)
Post
Angle
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117

Large
Post
3 15/32
3 7/16
3 3/8
3 11/32
3 5/16
3 1/4
3 7/32
3 3/16
3 5/32
3 3/32
3 1/16
3 1/32
3
2 31/32
2 15/16
2 7/8
2 27/32
2 13/16
2 25/32
2 3/4
2 23/32
2 11/16
2 21/32
2 5/8
2 19/32
2 9/16
2 17/32
2 1/2

Small
Post
2 13/32
2 3/8
2 11/32
2 5/16
2 9/32
2 1/4
2 1/4
2 7/32
2 3/16
2 5/32
2 1/8
2 1/8
2 3/32
2 1/16
2 1/32
2
2
1 31/32
1 15/16
1 15/16
1 29/32
1 7/8
1 27/32
1 27/32
1 13/16
1 25/32
1 25/32
1 3/4

Post
Angle
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145

Large
Post
2 15/32
2 7/16
2 13/32
2 3/8
2 11/32
2 5/16
2 5/16
2 9/32
2 1/4
2 7/32
2 3/16
2 5/32
2 1/8
2 3/32
2 3/32
2 1/16
2 1/32
2
1 31/32
1 31/32
1 15/16
1 29/32
1 7/8
1 27/32
1 27/32
1 13/16
1 25/32
1 3/4

Small
Post
1 23/32
1 23/32
1 11/16
1 11/16
1 21/32
1 5/8
1 5/8
1 19/32
1 19/32
1 9/16
1 17/32
1 17/32
1 1/2
1 1/2
1 15/32
1 7/16
1 7/16
1 13/32
1 13/32
1 3/8
1 3/8
1 11/32
1 11/32
1 5/16
1 5/16
1 9/32
1 9/32
1 1/4
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Post
Angle
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172

Large
Post
1 23/32
1 23/32
1 11/16
1 21/32
1 5/8
1 5/8
1 19/32
1 9/16
1 17/32
1 17/32
1 1/2
1 15/32
1 15/32
1 7/16
1 13/32
1 3/8
1 3/8
1 11/32
1 5/16
1 5/16
1 9/32
1 1/4
1 7/32
1 7/32
1 3/16
1 5/32
1 5/32

Small
Post
1 1/4
1 7/32
1 3/16
1 3/16
1 5/32
1 5/32
1 1/8
1 1/8
1 3/32
1 3/32
1 1/16
1 1/16
1 1/32
1 1/32
1 1/32
1
1
0 31/32
0 31/32
0 15/16
0 15/16
0 29/32
0 29/32
0 7/8
0 7/8
0 27/32
0 27/32

